
Meeting date 7-27-2014 
Board members present: 
Walt Wurzelbacher 
Tracy Zimmerman 
Laura Hiler 
Mike Booker 
Randy Halm 
Heather Bennett 
 
 
Discussed incident from Friday night involving Rob 
-Rob has turned in his keys and purchasing card waiting on Boards decision about continued 
employment 
-discussed as a group there have been other issues besides this incident 
-Mike will terminate his employment and MRAA will honor agreement as per what he will be paid. 
 
Select Baseball 
-Mike Booker is putting together a team and would like to run it under MRAA as Jason Minges is 
-we need to select an overseer  for this or a supervisor 
-we need bylaws for this program 
(ie:  fee per player, …) 
 
Mens Softball 
-not bringing in any money in concessions 
-teams are not showing up for games 
-considering not opening up concession stand  and only running bar on Friday night 
-or having a modified menu 
 
Concessions 
-Mary Heat is going to help out for time being 
-we need to be looking for more permanent solution 
-need to start looking forward to find and overseer to replace Mike Booker 
-Mike would like to get back to it being supervisor ran 
(possible option for supervisor Vicki Chase) 
-umps do not eat or drink for free 
-idea: when board members come to the monthly meeting they will get a card for the following month 
for drinks 
 
Board Positions 
-Walt appointed Randy Halm as replacement VP to serve out the remainder of Matt Peters term.  All 
were in agreement 
-Shawn Beske was appointed as Randy Halm’s replacement as trustee and will finish out his term 
-each trustee needs to have a “job” 
-VP ( Randy Halm) will be the field maintenance coordinator 
-we need to think about electing some trustees with a business background 
(Hollis Schuler would be a good person to consider) 
 
 



Coaches Tournament 
Friday was not kid friendly and out of control 
-Tone down Friday 
-no sale of shots 
-music needs to be turned down at 11PM 
-consider playing only 5 innings to speed it up 
-play Friday night on big field and play the loser bracket on the little field on Saturday 
 
Signs 
-find out where we are with signs (ask John Iams) 
-pick up signs at Signery2  
-price out 2 “ you can advertise here” signs 
-if someone doesn’t have a current sign contract we need to remove their signs 
 
Maintenance 
-mark parking spots or make rows so that people don’t try to park 4 deep 
-new Wurzelbacher Park Sign 
-tear out landscaping and replace with something low maintenance 
- 
- 
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